
4 kW

S

5.5 kW

7 kW

8.5 kW

M

10 kW

12.5 kW

15 kW

L

17.5 kW

20 kW

The coin for all occasions
Purchase KOSTAL inverters and wallboxes and expand as required 
using PLENTICOINs. It has never been so easy!

Activate battery function

Simply activate the battery function with the PLENTICOIN - 
this turns the KOSTAL solar inverter into a hybrid inverter.

Ready to go with KOSTAL: Everything you need now...

All you need is a user account in the KOSTAL Solar  
terminal and the KOSTAL Solar app in PRO mode.

And this is how it works: 
Scan the QR code on the KOSTAL device and start the setup wizard.

You can order the battery function, the power upgrade or the comfort function  
for the KOSTAL product - using the PLENTICOINs - directly and activate it for the
respective device via the KOSTAL Solar app. It has never been so easy!

KOSTAL Solar Terminal. Register now!

The KOSTAL Solar Terminal is the central access platform for all digital business processes at KOSTAL. From
here, all other central KOSTAL applications can be easily accessed with just one click.

All options in the palm of your hand

Set-up wizard 3 
Smart Warranty activation 3 
Book & redeem PLENTICOINs 3 
and much more...

Right: KOSTAL Solar app in PRO Mode

NEW: Activate performance upgrade

The PLENTICORE is available in power classes S (4 to 7 kW),  
M (8.5 to 12.5 kW) or L (15 to 20 kW) and can be extended  
by two power levels in each class.

This means that the PLENTICORE can always adapt to the
current power requirements - during the initial installation or
afterwards.

The PLENTICORE can be used as a solar, hybrid or battery
inverter.

Activate convenience function

With the PLENTICOIN and the KOSTAL Smart
Energy Meter, the KOSTAL ENECTOR becomes
an intelligent wallbox for solar charging and
solar surplus charging.

Controlled via the KOSTAL Solar App.

All information at: https://www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/solar-terminal/

https://www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/solar-terminal/


The PLENTICOIN is a universal single-purpose voucher for KOSTAL product extensions. When installing the device, the
PLENTICOIN can be redeemed in the KOSTAL Solar Webshop for the required activation code.
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How does the PLENTICOIN work?

The PLENTICOIN can be handled in three simple steps:

Acquire 
PLENTICOINs can be purchased as a card or digitally from your
specialist wholesaler.

Book in 
PLENTICOINs are booked into the installer‘s company account in
the KOSTAL Solar Webshop.

Redeem 
PLENTICOINs are redeemed from the KOSTAL Solar Webshop for
product extensions in exchange for activation codes.

What product extensions are available?

The following product extensions for KOSTAL inverters 
and the Wallbox are available and can be ordered with the 
PLENTICOIN in the KOSTAL Solar Webshop:

Battery function 
for KOSTAL PLENTICORE (plus) / PIKO MP plus inverters

Comfort function 
for KOSTAL Wallbox ENECTOR

Power extension 
for KOSTAL PLENTICORE G3 inverters

The PLENTICOIN briefly explained in a video!

The activation code can then be used by the installer to
activate the desired product extensions in the KOSTAL
product.

How can I purchase the PLENTICOIN?

PLENTICOIN Card
Order the card directly from your specialist wholesaler for stock. 
Use the KOSTAL Solar app in PRO mode to scan the QR code  
on the card and fill up your user account (i.e. the number of 
PLENTICOINs) in the KOSTAL Solar webshop.

PLENTICOIN Digital
Order at least 10 units directly from your specialist dealer. When
you order, your user account and the number of PLENTICOINs
in the KOSTAL Solar Webshop will be topped up directly.

Please note: To purchase the „digital“ PLENTICOIN from a retailer, please state your
KOSTAL customer number and e-mail address that you have stored in y o u r
KOSTAL Solar Webshop user account.

All information at: https://www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/service-and-support/plenticoin/

https://www.kostal-solar-electric.com/en-gb/service-and-support/plenticoin/

